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Energy system costs 

• We currently spend about £3,700 per person per year on our energy 
system through taxes and bills  

• This includes buying and running cars, heating homes, generating 
electricity and powering industry 

• Whether we tackle climate change or not energy costs are likely to go up 
significantly 

• If by 2050, we do nothing and still have an inefficient, high carbon system 
the total cost will be £4,682 in today’s money 

• Under a least-cost (MARKAL-based) scenario that meets our 2050 
decarbonisation target, the total cost would be £4,598  

• This is saving of about £90 compared with doing nothing 

 



Energy system costs 

• The expected NPV of current policies that are set to deliver emissions 
reduction under the first three carbon budgets is £25bn 

• These policies are expected to impose a slight drag on narrowing 
measured real GDP growth, excluding the value of carbon savings 

• Adding policies to deliver the 4th Carbon Budget would put the policy NPV 
in the range of £1bn to -£26bn  

• This range range reflects alternative combinations of policies and emission 
reduction pathways that could deliver the 4th Carbon Budget 

• They are in addition subject to considerable uncertainty, including a range 
of technology costs and fossil fuel prices  

 

 





Thank you  



 





Energy system costs 

• To illustrate how uncertain these policy cost are, take transport as an 
example 

• IF we assume a high crude oil price of $170 per barrel in 2030 instead of 
$130 per barrel, the cost the transport pathway falls to £6bn from £12bn  

• If battery costs fall to £150kWh in 2030 rather than to £300kWh in the 
central case, the cost of the pathway falls to £3bn from £12bn 

• If we do not count the rebound effect, the cost of the whole pathway fall 
to £10bn from £12bn 

 


